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Abstract

Purpose – While nowadays an extensive literature promoting knowledge management (KM) exists,

there is a worrying shortage of empirical studies demonstrating an actual connection between KM

activities and organizational outcomes. To bridge this gap, this paper aims to examine the link between

KM practices, firm competitiveness and economic performance.

Design/methodology/approach – This paper proposes a framework of KM practices consisting of

human resource management (HRM) and information communication technology (ICT). These both are

hypothesized to impact competitiveness and economic performance of the firm. Hypotheses are then

tested with structural equation modeling by using a survey dataset of 234 companies.

Findings – The results show that HRM and ICT practices for managing knowledge are quite strongly

correlated and have a statistically significant influence on both financial performance and

competitiveness of the firm. The findings also indicate that ICT practices improve financial

performance only when they are coupled with HRM practices.

Research limitations/implications – The data are limited to companies from Finland, Russia and

China.

Practical implications – The paper contributes to managerial practice by pointing out the importance

of utilizing a combination of both social and technical means for KM and illustrating that they do matter

for the company bottom line.

Originality/value – This paper contributes to the literature on knowledge-based organizing by

empirically analyzing the performance impact of various areas of KM. It thereby tests the proposition put

forth in many previous theoretical and case-based studies that KM promotes high organizational

performance. It also addresses the interaction of social and technical KM practices in producing

organizational outcomes.

Keywords Knowledge management, Knowledge management practices, Performance,
Economic performance, Competitiveness, Socio-technical, Human resource management,
Information communication technology, Communication technologies

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction

It seems that knowledge management (KM), in terms of management philosophy,

organizational activities, and technological methods, has widely permeated the business

world. The main reason for the wide-spread penetration of KM in managerial rhetoric and

practice is, of course, the underlying assumption that management of knowledge somehow

makes a difference to the company bottom line. However, when examining the existing

academic literature on the topic, one cannot fail to notice the relative shortage of empirical

studies demonstrating an actual connection between KM and organizational performance.

Without clearly demonstrated benefits, why should companies keep on investing in KM? As

Demarest (1997, p. 381) notes:
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If knowledge management does not support the objective of increasing the quality and quantity

of market-place performance, it is at best a soft discipline – useful for enhancing corporate

culture, but finally a nice-to-have, rather than a necessary practice.

Indeed, for a long time, literature addressing the KM-performance link consisted of

theoretical papers proposing hypothetical relationships between aspects of KM and

organizational outcomes (Carneiro, 2000; Adams and Lamont, 2003; Chapman and

Magnusson, 2006), and case studies of highly successful KM applications (Nonaka and

Takeuchi, 1995; Edvinsson and Malone, 1997; Zaim et al., 2007). The situation has changed

recently, as studies empirically assessing the impact of KM on performance in larger

samples of firms have appeared (Lee and Choi, 2003; Gloet and Terziovski, 2004; Marqués

and Simón, 2006; Darroch, 2005; Tanriverdi, 2005; Zack et al., 2009; Kianto, 2011). The

overall conclusion derived from these studies is that KM has some impact on performance,

although there is some disagreement as to whether this impact is direct or mediated by

some other variables, such as organizational processes or intermediate performance

indicators.

Despite the growing evidence of KM’s contribution to organizational performance, there are

several issues that still have not been fully addressed in the existing studies. First,

performance has been interpreted and measured very differently across existing studies,

ranging from innovativeness (Darroch and McNaughton, 2003; Gloet and Terziovski, 2004;

Kiessling et al., 2009; Kianto, 2011) and product and employee improvement (Kiessling

et al., 2009) to product leadership, customer intimacy and operational excellence (Zack

et al., 2009) and competitive position (Lee and Choi, 2003). Only few studies have

addressed financial outcomes (Tanriverdi, 2005; Darroch, 2005; Marqués and Simón, 2006;

Zack et al., 2009).

Second, most of the studies focus on knowledge processes rather than on knowledge

management practices. Though knowledge processes can be stimulated or inhibited by

particular management practices, they also naturally exist in any organization irrespectively

of managerial efforts (Demarest, 1997; Husted and Michailova, 2002). Therefore, studies

that only focus on knowledge processes cannot inform managers about solutions that can

improve their firm’s performance through better management of knowledge. In line with this

argument, the emerging knowledge governance approach highlights the lack of studies of

formal organization from KM perspective and calls for more research in this field (Foss et al.,

2010). Making the proper interpretation of their findings even more problematic, a number of

studies mix knowledge processes and management practices within their variables (e.g.

Darroch, 2005; Zack et al., 2009).

Third, there is a lack of studies examining the interrelations of several KM practices in their

contribution to organizational performance. Indeed, Foss et al. (2010) argue that the ways in

which formal governance mechanisms may interact in influencing outcomes of knowledge

processes have been under-researched.

This study addresses these gaps and examines how KM practices impact firms’

competitiveness and financial performance. Knowledge management practices are

distinguished from knowledge processes, and the focus of the paper is on the former. KM

practices refer to the aspects of the organization that are manipulable and controllable by

conscious and intentional management activities. Accordingly, KM is conceptualized as the

set of management activities that enable the firm to deliver value from its knowledge assets.

Based on the KM literature that discusses social and technical aspects of organizing as the

main KM elements,

In the literature, KM is often presented as a combination of both technical and human

aspects. Therefore the paper focuses on two groups of management practices that are

shaped based on managerial decisions and can impact effectiveness of KM – human

resource management (HRM) and information and communication technologies (ICT). The

impact of these practices on the perceived competitiveness and financial performance of

companies is empirically examined. Also the interaction of the KM practices in producing the

performance outcomes is investigated.
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The paper is organized as follows: it begins by introducing conceptual and empirical

grounds of the impact of knowledge management practices on performance. Next, existing

research on HRM and ICT practices aimed to support KM and their influence on

performance is reviewed and hypotheses and research model are formulated. Then

research methodology is discussed, followed by findings and their discussion. The paper

concludes with managerial implications, research limitations, and avenues for further

investigation.

2. Theoretical background

2.1 The contribution of knowledge management to organizational performance

The relevance of knowledge and its effective and efficient management for organizational

performance seems to be a widely accepted issue in most of current management literature.

The key literatures addressing the role of knowledge and its management in organizational

performance are the resource-based view of the firm (e.g. Penrose, 1959; Barney, 1991) and

the knowledge-based view of the firm (Kogut and Zander, 1992; Grant, 1996; Spender,

1996). Both of these take as their starting point the core assumption that competitiveness of

the firm does not so much depend on its product-market positioning in relation to external

competitors, as on its internal characteristics.

According to the knowledge-based view, performance differences between organizations

accrue due to their different stocks of knowledge and their differing capabilities in using and

developing knowledge (e.g. Penrose, 1959; Kogut and Zander, 1992; Grant and Spender,

1996; Grant, 1996). Thus an important focus of the KBV is how knowledge resources are

utilized and coordinated in organizations – i.e. Management of knowledge.

Knowledge management (KM) refers to identifying and leveraging the collective knowledge

in an organization to help the organization compete (Von Krogh, 1998). From a practical

perspective, KM can be seen as an organizational innovation involving changes in strategy

and management practices of firms (Marqués and Simón, 2006). KM typically is seen to

consist of knowledge processes (such as knowledge creation, sharing, acquisition, transfer

and application) and infrastructures or capabilities or management activities that support

and enhance the knowledge processes (e.g. Lee and Choi, 2003; Gold et al., 2001).

Accordingly, a distinction can be made between knowledge processes and knowledge

management practices. The first refers to the knowledge processes that naturally exist in

organization (e.g. knowledge sharing or knowledge acquisition), and latter ones to those

management practices which support the efficient and effective management of knowledge

for organizational benefit. Knowledge processes are out of direct managerial control and

therefore their study portrays knowledge-based picture of an organization but does not

explicitly inform organizational decision-makers about potential solutions to improve them.

Thus a suitable working definition for the current paper is that KM consists of a set of

management activities that enable the firm to deliver value from its knowledge assets.

While it is argued that KM can bring direct economic benefits to the firm through saving or

earning money (e.g. Davenport et al., 1998), a more usual view seems to be that the impact

on financial performance of the firm is indirect. For example, according to Demarest (1997),

management of knowledge delivers economic benefits to the firm by such various manners

as accelerating innovation and structural agility; reducing cycle time and program failures;

creating a healthy and knowledge-friendly culture; attracting and maintaining high-quality

knowledge workforce; and by improving re-use levels of knowledge and corporate memory.

In empirical studies, KM has been shown to be connected with product leadership,

customer intimacy and operational excellence (Zack et al., 2009); innovation (Darroch and

McNaughton, 2003; Gloet and Terziovski, 2004; Darroch, 2005; Kianto, 2011; Andreeva and

Kianto, 2011); organizational creativity (Lee and Choi, 2003); KM performance (Zaim et al.,

2007); competitive advantage (Chuang, 2004); organizational effectiveness (Gold et al.,

2001); firm’s overall performance (Lee and Choi, 2003; Marqués and Simón, 2006; Darroch,
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2005); and also in some studies, directly with financial performance (Zack et al., 2009;

Tanriverdi, 2005; Darroch and McNaughton, 2003).

Having now established the performance improving potential of KM, the next sections move

on to examine distinct KM practices and their performance impacts. Specifically, the focus is

on two main elements of the managerial system comprising KM: management practices

connected with ICT and HRM aimed to support effective and efficient management of

knowledge for organizational benefit.

2.2 KM practices for governing knowledge

Discussing the knowledge-related literature of the recent decades, Foss et al. (2010) note

that while there is a vast amount of writings concerning the characteristics of knowledge,

knowledge taxonomies, how knowledge may be disseminated within and between

organizations and the philosophical foundations of knowledge, there is a neglect of the

formal organization. According to Foss (2007, p. 37), when organizational issues are

discussed in relation to knowledge processes, ‘‘‘organization’ predominantly means

‘informal organization’, that is, networks, culture, communities of practice and the like, rather

than formal governance mechanisms’’ (Foss, 2007, p. 37). He points out that formal

organization may be invoked, but is ‘‘seldom if ever integrated into the analysis’’ and in

general, ‘‘there is a neglect of formal organization’’.

A number of management scholars have recently proposed a novel perspective on

knowledge in organizations, labeled the knowledge governance approach (Foss, 2007). The

knowledge governance has as its starting point the assumption that ‘‘to realize the

competitive potential of knowledge as a strategic resource, intra-organizational knowledge

processes should be influenced and directed through the deployment of governance

mechanisms, in particular the formal aspects of organization that can be manipulated by

management’’ (Foss and Minbaeva, 2009, p. 16). Such formal aspects include, e.g. HRM,

organizational structure, information systems, operating procedures and other coordination

mechanisms. This approach focuses on the formal aspects of organizing and aims to

understand the linkages between individual, team and organizational levels of analysis.

While the current paper does not fully embrace the knowledge governance approach, since

it does not address the individual and team levels, it studies those aspects of organizing

which are subject to conscious and intentional management control. So in the sense that

knowledge governance relates with choosing structures andmechanisms that can influence

knowledge processes in organizations (Foss andMichailova, 2009), the paper is inspired by

this approach.

Taking the aspects of organization that are manipulable and controllable by conscious and

intentional management activities as the starting point, it is proposed that conceptualize KM

as a set of management activities that enable the firm to deliver value from its knowledge

assets. These management activities can be called KM practices. KM practices are

management practices aimed to support efficient and effective management of knowledge

for organizational benefit.

Based on the existing literature on KM, there seem to be two main sets of such practices

widely employed in companies: one related with information technology and

computer-supported communication, and the other related with human resource

management. For example according to Bhatt (2001) both technological and social

systems are necessary in KM and it is the interaction between these that enables managing

knowledge effectively. Also according to Hansen et al. (1999) the main KM practices are

related with information technology and HRM (hiring, training, rewarding). Both of these

figure in codification and personalization strategies, but with different foci. In codification

strategy, information technology is heavily invested in and its goal is to connect people with

reusable codified knowledge. People are rewarded for using and contributing to document

databases. In personalization strategy, the goal of information technology is to facilitate

conversations and exchange of tacit knowledge and people are rewarded for directly

sharing knowledge with others. It should be noted that the current examination is not
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focused on every possible ICT or HRM practice but only those that are explicitly aimed to

support knowledge processes in an organization. The following sections examine these

practices in more detail.

2.3 ICT practices for KM and performance

Information and communication technologies are potent enablers of organizational

knowledge processes and most of the knowledge-related literature argues that building

appropriate ICT systems is an integral part of successful knowledge management. For

example, Adams and Lamont (2003) argue that knowledge management systems –

i.e. Technological information systems composed of hardware, software and processes that

organizations utilize to facilitate communication and information processing, are crucial in

gaining and maintaining sustainable competitive advantage.

Analyzing the usage of ICT in organizational KM projects, Davenport et al. (1998) conclude

that IT typically is applied for two main purposes. First, for creation of knowledge repositories

which might include external knowledge such as competitive intelligence; structured internal

knowledge (e.g. Research reports, marketing materials, techniques); and informal internal

knowledge (e.g. lessons learned). Another typical application is improving knowledge

access through creation of corporate knowledge directories (such as company yellow

pages) and expert networks.

According to Alavi and Leidner (2001) knowledge management systems, by drawing on

various and flexible ICT capabilities, can lead to various forms of KM support, extending

beyond the traditional storage and retrieval of coded knowledge. They point out four major

contributions of ICT: First, ICT supports knowledge creation by combining new sources of

knowledge and by facilitating just-in-time learning through decreasing the time delay of

knowledge sharing between organizational members. Second, ICT represents a major

assistance for storage and retrieval of the organizational memory, as it acts as a platform for

valuable knowledge that has been gained by the organization. Third, ICTassists knowledge

sharing by providing more communication channels in the organization. Fourth, ICT also

supports knowledge application by integrating knowledge into the organizational routines.

In sum, the application of information technologies can create an infrastructure and

environment that contribute to KM by augmenting and supporting a multitude of knowledge

processes.

In her classical book ‘‘In the age of the smart machine: The future of work and power’’ Zuboff

(1988) suggests three major impacts information technologies have for a firm’s production

processes: automation of processes, provision of better information and transforming entire

processes. Automation allows information technology to substitute for human labor;

improved information allows for more effective decision-making, and transformation impacts

occur when a firm redesigns productive processes to achieve significantly higher levels of

productivity (Dedrick et al., 2003). In addition to its role as a production technology, it has

been argued that information technology has its greatest impact in the production process

through enabling coordination of activity (Dedrick et al., 2003; Tanriverdi, 2005), thereby

allowing for knowledge transfer and integration within and across organizational boundaries

and organizational change.

Most of the empirical work on performance impact of ICT has been done in the information

technology payoff literature (e.g. Barua et al., 1995; Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 1996; Devaraj and

Kohli, 2003; Kohli and Devaraj, 2003; Dedrick et al., 2003) which examines the financial

impact of information technology investments. While this literature has yielded contradictory

findings on the performance impact of information technology investments, some recent

critical reviews of the field have argued that also the actual usage of information

technologies (Devaraj and Kohli, 2003) and their links with organizational complements such

as managerial systems and strategies (Dedrick et al., 2003) should be taken into account.

This points to that rather than examining the mere existence of ICTsystems, or the amount of

money spent on them, it is more important to examine the extent to which they actually are

used for facilitating knowledge work processes and whether they fit with the strategic goals

of the firm and are supported by requisite management practices. If these factors are taken
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into account, then a positive impact between ICT and organizational performance can be

established. In connection with KM, this points to the importance of considering not the mere

existence of ICT but rather more specifically its potential for facilitating knowledge work

processes. Some key aspects to consider when developing ICT for knowledge work are

focusing on user’s needs, building common and easy-to-use platforms, concentrating on

both tacit and explicit knowledge management, giving enough training to users, and giving

sustainable maintenance to ICT systems (Hasanali, 2002).

Even though ICTs have a widely accepted role as a crucial facilitator of knowledge work

processes and organizational performance, empirical investigations other than case studies

of the link between ICT for KM and performance have been rather scarce. In a survey of 250

US firms, Tanriverdi (2005) found that information technology-relatedness (‘‘the use of

common information technology infrastructures and common information technology

management processes across business units’’) of a MNC increases its KM capability,

which in turn positively impacts financial performance of the firm. Zaim et al. (2007) found

that information technology improves KM performance. Gloet and Terziovski (2004) found

that a KM model with an information technology focus on quality and productivity improves

innovation performance. Lee and Choi (2003) studied the connections of KM enablers,

knowledge creation processes, organizational creativity and performance. According to

their results, information technology support only enhanced the combination phase of

knowledge creation, but had no impact on other study variables. It can be concluded that

there only have been few quantitative studies on the relations between ICTs for KM and

performance and the results of those have not been fully supportive of the theoretical and

case-study based claims of the role of the contribution of ICT to knowledge-based value

creation. Thus there is a need for further empirical inspections on this issue.

Based on the previous theoretical discussion on ICT usage as a powerful tool for enabling

capturing, storing and disseminating organization’s knowledge assets, and related

empirical proof from information technology payoff studies on their positive performance

impact, it can be argued that the extent to which an organization’s ICT systems support its

knowledge work processes will increase its competitiveness and financial performance. ICT

enables effective and efficient management of organizational knowledge, which in turn is a

key competitive asset. There also exists proof that ICTs have a positive impact on economic

performance of the firm. In line with the recent developments in the information technology

payoff literature, it should be noted that what is important here is not the mere existence of

ICT systems but their usability and usefulness for supporting daily work. Hence it is

proposed that:

H1. The more an organization utilizes ICT practices for managing knowledge, the

higher level of competitiveness it attains.

H2. ICT practices that support KM have a positive impact on the economic

performance of the firm.

2.4 HRM practices for KM and performance

HRM is typically defined as the management of the organization’s employees (Foot and

Hook, 2008). Usually HRM functions include tasks such as staffing, remuneration,

performance evaluation, and training and development. The ultimate goal of HRM is to find

and select the best fitting employees, and by appropriate remuneration, training and

evaluation mechanisms bring the best out of them.

HRM is mostly about managing the employees whose most important resource is

knowledge, which makes HRM and KM very closely interrelated. HRM and KM share

common practices and aims when creating work units, teams, cross-functional cooperation

as well as networks inside the organization and across its borders (Svetlik and

Stavrou-Costea, 2007).

HRM policy and practice play a significant role in KM and are a powerful means of aligning

employee efforts with the knowledge strategy of the firm (Hansen et al., 1999; Hislop, 2003;

Scarbrough, 2003; Wong, 2005). Also knowledge governance scholars hold that HRM
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practices are critical antecedents of knowledge processes (Foss and Minbaeva, 2009;

Grandori, 2001; Foss, 2007). According to Demarest (1997), modern HRM should be

(re-)focused directly to the knowledge-producing capacity of the firm. Scarbrough (2003)

states that KM has important implications for the management of human resources,

particularly in the development of knowledge sharing.

Scarbrough (2003) pointed out three aspects of HRM that are particularly important in

shaping the flow of people and knowledge: employee selection methods, compensation

strategies, and career development systems. First, effective selection of new employees is

crucial because it is the process of building onto an organization’s knowledge and

competences. Organizations should hire those who have the required knowledge and skills

that they desire. Second, compensation strategies can help promote KM. Both tangible and

intangible incentives can motive employees to share and create knowledge. The third

aspect is career systems, which concern systematic training and education to employees

and how to retain good employees and their knowledge when they leave the organization

(Scarbrough, 2003; Wong, 2005).

Based on a review of studies explicitly combining HRM and KM, it seems that an especially

essential part of HRM for KM is rewarding and remuneration. For example, Mohrman et al.

(2002, p. 149) argue that:

HRM practices, such as development and reward systems, should be directed to motivate and

build the capabilities of employees to perform effectively and contribute more extensively to

knowledge leverage, generation and application. This will require the redefinition of the

employment relationship so that employees see this activity as core to their jobs.

Yahya and Goh (2002) in their empirical study among 300 Malaysian managers found that

compensation for knowledge contributions was typical for ‘‘knowledge organizations’’,

i.e. Firms with well-functioning knowledge processes.

In the existing literature rewards have mostly been discussed in connection with knowledge

sharing. While getting people to share what they know with each other and disseminate this

information across the organization has often been hailed as the main focus of KM (e.g.

Davenport and Prusak, 1998), several studies have found that knowledge sharing is in fact

counter to the automatic behavior of individuals and needs to be especially promoted in

order to happen (Szulanski, 1996). Unless knowledge sharing is reflected in reward

mechanisms, it is unlikely to take place (Husted and Michailova, 2002; Hansen et al., 1999).

Compensation strategies aimed at promoting knowledge sharing can be both tangible

(bonuses or one-off rewards) and intangible (status and recognition) (Scarbrough, 2003),

monetary or non-monetary (Husted and Michailova, 2002). Incentives of multiple types are

likely to lead to best results for encouraging knowledge sharing – as well as other

knowledge processes such as knowledge use (Kulkarni et al., 2007).

According to Foss and Minbaeva (2009), while there are some key theoretical contributions

arguing the link betweenHRM, knowledge performance and financial performance, there is a

lack of empirical evidence in this field, and consequently, no agreement as to which HRM

practicesmatter for knowledge performance. In fact, empirical research on the importance of

HRM for knowledge performance has beenmainly based on case studies, and there is a lack

of large-N quantitative works on the topic. So there seems to be a similar situation as with ICT

practices:while importanceofHRM inKMandassociated knowledge-based value creation is

widely accepted on the anecdotal level, there are few studies empirically ascertaining their

relationships (Yahya and Goh, 2002; Oltra, 2005; Prieto-Pastor et al., 2010).

To conclude, HRM practices are a powerful means for stimulating desired knowledge

behaviors among employees, and can therefore be expected to contribute to creating

competitive advantage and high performance. It therefore is posited that:

H3. The more an organization utilizes HRM practices for managing knowledge, the

higher level of competitiveness it reaches.

H4. HRM practices that support KM have a positive impact on economic performance

of the firm.
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Finally, it is proposed that the two performance outcomes, competitiveness and financial

performance, are interrelated. It is difficult to logically discern the causal direction of these

performance indicators. On the one hand it seems plausible that faring better than one’s

competitors could provide financial benefits for the firm, but then again it seems just as likely

that a financially well-off company would have a competitive edge against its competitors.

The last hypothesis is therefore formulated as follows:

H5. Competitiveness and financial performance are related with each other.

Based on the argumentation above, the proposed research model can be depicted as

follows (see Figure 1).

3. Research methods

3.1 Data collection and sample

In order to explore the above hypotheses, survey data in three countries – Finland, Russia

and China – was collected during February-April 2010. The research was guided by the

following considerations in selecting these countries. First, most of the existing empirical

papers on knowledge management practices and organizational outcomes are based on

data collected from only one single country (e.g. Gloet and Terziovski, 2004; Darroch, 2005;

Marqués and Simón, 2006) and thus it is not clear whether their findings apply in other

economic and social contexts. Second, all of the above mentioned studies are focused on

developed countries, and therefore, there is still very little knowledge about the impact of

knowledge management in developing and emerging economies. To bridge these gaps, the

authors decided to choose for this study three very different countries: Finland, China and

Russia. Finland has been heralded as one of the forerunners in building a sustainable

knowledge-based economy and knowledge society, and has recently been either the first or

at least in the top three of international competitiveness and educational comparisons. China

and Russia are the biggest and growing emerging economies and both have recently put

innovation to the forefront of their national development strategy. As knowledge

management has the potential to support such strategy, knowledge management has

become very relevant in these countries. By analyzing firms in three such different countries,

it is possible to obtain a more generalizable picture of the impact of knowledge management

on performance than the previous studies, which only have focused on a single country

and/or developed countries.

Figure 1 The research model

HRM for KM Competitiveness

Financial
performanceICT for KM

H4 (+)

H3 (+)

H1 (+)

H2 (+)

H5 (+)
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In order to obtain reliable, diverse and comparable data, it was decided to select companies

with 30 or more employees that represent both production and service sectors, and

industries with different growth rates.

The survey was run with the usage of the web-based survey software. Therefore, another

criterion for selection of the companies into the research pool was added – the company

should have a publicly available email address so that the link to the survey could be sent

there. The survey has been formulated in a way that any employee of the organization could

respond to it, in order to enlarge the potential sample. The administration of the survey

proceeded in several stages and differed slightly among three countries due to differences

in business culture and attitudes to surveys.

As a first step, the pools of companies that fit into the described above criteria were built

based on the publicly available databases. The size of the initial pool was 1,264 for Finland

and 10,000 in Russia. These pools differed in size as the different response rate was

expected across countries. In China such random pool had not been used, due to the

reasons described below.

Next, the invitation letters explaining the purpose and the procedure of the research and

providing the link to the web-based questionnaire were emailed to the selected companies.

Respondents were promised an executive summary report of the research findings as an

incentive to complete the survey. In Finland, this was followed by two e-mail reminders, sent

one and two weeks after the initial mail. These resulted in 95 responses, or 7.5 percent

response rate, that is a rather good result, taking into account significant length of the survey

and absence of any informational support from any industry associations or other industry

bodies.

In Russia, acknowledging the typical reluctance in the corporate world to participate in any

research due to the culture of the information secrecy, it was decided to have a bigger target

random pool of companies. The software that was used for administration of this survey

allowed tracking the undelivered emails due to the mistakes in the contact information or due

to spam filters. It identified that out of 10,000 contacts selected from databases, only 4064

have actually received the invitation email. This population yielded 145 visits to the survey

page (3.6 percent of the population) and 21 responses (0.5 percent of the population or 14.5

percent of those who have visited the survey webpage). Taking into account the negative

attitudes to survey as the method of data collection in Russia, multiplied by the length of the

survey and the novelty of its subject area, this response rate, though being very low, can be

considered as good. Further on, to enlarge Russian sample, the invitation to participate in

the survey was sent to the members of the alumni club of one of the Russian business

schools. This effort yielded a 0.6 percent response rate. In addition, some respondents were

also reached through the personal networks of the researchers (with 66 percent response

rate). As a result of these efforts, 83 responses were collected.

In China, similarly acknowledging the difficulty of the ‘‘cold call’’ research and importance of

personal networking, it was decided to not to use random database mailing. The data

collection was supported by Knowledge Management Centre of China (KMC), the biggest

online KM community of China, which has about 1,000 members from different industries

and regions. Additionally, some respondents were reached through the personal networks of

the researchers. As a result of these efforts 83 respondents from China filled this

questionnaire. Taken into account specifics of the data collection methods, the response

rate via online KM community can be estimated as 5 percent.

As a result of data collection efforts, 261 responses in three countries were collected. A total

of 26 responses were excluded from further analyses as they belonged to companies with

less than 30 employees or had failed to provide a response on the number of employees in

the organization. Therefore, the usable sample consisted of 234 responses, quite evenly

representing three countries, with 90 Finnish (38.5 percent), 65 Russian (27.8 percent) and

79 (33.8 percent) Chinese responses, each representing a different company.

The survey reached quite well the management level of the targeted organizations: in

Finland and Russia over 65 percent of respondents belonged to middle- or
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top-management, and in China 55 percent. The rest of the surveyed respondents, with minor

exceptions held specialist positions in their organizations. While survey questions had been

designed in a way that any employee of the organization could answer them, the high share

of managerial responses makes the data collected even more insightful. The organizations

in the sample represent over 20 industries, with some domination of the manufacturing

sector over services (57 percent versus 40 percent, with 3 percent being equally active in

both sectors). The majority of the companies employ between 50 and 500 employees

(between 60 percent and 70 percent across three countries). Around 70 percent of the

companies in each of the three countries are domestically owned.

Taking into account the diversity of the sample that consists of the responses from three very

different countries, where different methods have been used to access the organizations in

each country, it was necessary to check for the potential differences among the sub-groups

in the sample. No major differences in responses among country sub-samples were found

thus the sample can be used as a total for further analysis.

3.2 Measures

3.2.1 Knowledge management practices. There is a number of measures of knowledge

management practices that are reported in the literature (Lee and Choi, 2003; Kulkarni and

St Louis, 2003; Darroch, 2005; Zack et al., 2009). However, as knowledge management

discipline is still in the development phase, various authors model the knowledge

management practices (both their number and their content) somewhat differently and

commonly accepted operationalizations of these concepts do not exist. Therefore, for the

purposes of this research, and with the presented research model in mind, the scales for

HRM and ICT practices for knowledge management were combined by the authors based

on the literature, constructing new items where needed.

For all the KM practice items, the respondent was asked to indicate his/her agreement to a

particular statement on a six-point Likert scale (1 ¼ strongly disagree, 6 ¼ strongly agree).

Six-point scale was chosen in order to avoid central tendency bias in responses. The initial

measures were built in English. In order to ensure that respondents fully understand the

questions and to raise the response rate by reaching non-English speaking respondents

(Harzing, 2000), the survey items were translated into respective languages of the countries

in the sample. To secure measurement equivalence, translation procedure followed several

iterations, as recommended in the literature on cross-national research (Brislin, 1970; Singh,

1995).

For information and communication technologies (ICT) scale items from Kulkarni and St

Louis (2003), Kruger and Snyman (2007) and Steyn and Kahn (2008) were adopted to

examine how organizations used ICT tools and whether the present tools were efficient

enough to support their daily work.

Human resource management (HRM) practices scale was compiled based on conceptual

considerations from Scarbrough (2003), Storey (2005) and Foss and Michailova (2009).

Some items were inspired by Canada Knowledge Management Practices Survey (Statistics

Canada, 2001) and other were generated by the research team based on the theoretical

considerations from the literature, aiming to identify knowledge management supporting

practices across key HRM functions.

Exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses were run to check for the reliability and validity

of the developed measurement scales (Hurley et al., 1997). During this analysis, several

items from ICT and HRM scales were excluded, resulting in four-item scale for ICT and

three-item scale for HRM practices. Table I presents descriptive statistics for resulting latent

variables and Table II introduces the items representing variables, factor loadings, internal

consistencies and validity indexes of the scales. Confirmatory factor analysis yielded the

following goodness of fit statistics: x 2¼18,246 with p ¼ 0.148 ($0.05), x 2/df¼1.404 (#3),

GFI ¼ 0.978 ($0.9), AGFI ¼ 0.952 ($0.95), TLI ¼ 0.987 ($0.95), CFI ¼ 0.992 ($0.95),

RMSEA ¼ 0.042 (#0.05) with pclose ¼ 0.582 ($0.05). All of these indexes are within the

most conservative limits recommended for each of them (provided in brackets), showing
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that the measurement model possesses high reliability and a close fit with the observed

data.

In addition to Cronbach’s a ($0.7), composite validity (CR; $0.7) and average variance

extracted (AVE; $0.5) indexes (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988) were computed. Table II

demonstrates that the scales’ parameters fall into the recommended limits. On the top of

this, as ICT and HRM constructs are quite strongly correlated (Table I), Fornell and Larcker

(1981) criterion was used as an additional check for the discriminant validity. Squared

correlation of these variables (0.38) is much lower than AVE of both variables, and, therefore,

confirms that the measures chosen represent two distinct variables. To summarize, the

analysis suggests that HRM and ICTscales are reliable and possess composite, convergent

and discriminant validity.

3.2.2 Organizational performance. Measuring organizational performance is not a trivial

task, with different approaches having both advantages and disadvantages (Richard et al.,

2009). Taking into account reluctance of Russian and Chinese organizations to share

objective performance information perceived measures were opted for. Prior research has

demonstrated that perceived measures of performance can be a reasonable substitute for

objective measures (Dess and Robinson, 1984) and have a significant correlation with

objective measures of financial performance (Hansen and Wernerfelt, 1989).

Another issue considered was the incorporation of external (comparative) and internal views

on the performance. Therefore it was decided to use two variables – competitiveness and

financial performance. To measure competitiveness, the scale developed and validated by

Table I Descriptive statistics for knowledge management practices scales

Correlations

# Latent variable Mean SD 1 2
1 HRM practices for KM 3.19 1.28 1
2 ICT practices for KM 4.02 1.29 0.617* 1

Note: *Correlation is significant on the 0.000 level (two-tailed)

Table II Reliability of measurement scales for knowledge management practices

Latent variables and scale items Factor loadings* Cronbach’s a CR AVE

HRM practices for KM 0.849 0.77 0.52
Our organization specifically rewards knowledge
sharing with non-monetary incentives (hrm1) 0.799
Our organization specifically rewards knowledge
creation with monetary incentives (hrm2) 0.831
In our organization, knowledge sharing is a
component in employees’ performance
evaluation (hrm3) 0.813

ICT practices for KM 0.846 0.85 0.58
Our organization’s ICT is capable of supporting
management decisions and knowledge work
(ict1) 0.789
KM systems and tools in our organization are
widely accepted, monitored, and updated (ict2) 0.851
Our organization’s ICT architecture is capable of
sharing data and information, knowledge and
expertise with all stakeholders in the
organization’s extended value chain (ict3) 0.826
Our organization’s current ICT systems are
sufficient to support the daily work (ict4) 0.707

Note: *All factor loadings are significant at 0.000 level
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Deshpande et al. (1993) and Drew (1997), and later used in knowledge management

context by Lee and Choi (2003) was applied. The original scale contains five items and aims

to contrast organization’s market share, growth, profits, innovativeness and overall success

against its competitors (Cronbach’s a ¼ 0.8661 in Lee and Choi, 2003). Results of the

analysis of this scale are presented in the Table III. It demonstrates that the scale parameters

(Cronbach’s a, CR, AVE) fall into the recommended limits. Therefore, the analysis suggests

that this scale possesses composite, convergent and discriminant validity.

The measure of financial performance was inspired by Singh et al. (2006) and aimed to

evaluate the trend of the main financial indicator of the company’s performance – revenues

– over the last years. A five-point scale, with scale points being ‘‘significantly decreased

(more than 15 percent)’’, ‘‘decreased (by less than 15 percent)’’, ‘‘remained stable’’,

‘‘increased (by less than 15 percent)’’ and ‘‘significantly increased (above 15 percent)’’ was

used. The percentage indicators of growth or decline were added in consideration that the

perceptions of the growth/decline significance might differ across industries and

companies. The rule of the thumb in performance measurement suggests three to five

years as a time period for evaluation of such trends. However, as the survey was launched in

early 2010, three- or more-years frame would have included the times both before and after

the world financial crisis of 2008 and thus might have included very different performance

trends. Therefore, the authors have decided to focus on the trend of indicators during and

after the crisis (2008-2009). Table IV presents descriptive statistics for the organizational

performance scales.

3.3 Methods of analysis

As reported above, exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis were performed to check

the scales’ validity, using SPSS 20.0 and AMOS 20.0 software. In order to examine the

impact of HRM and ICT KM practices on organizational performance, structural equation

modeling (SEM) was used. The preference for SEM results from two considerations. First,

most of the measures in this study are latent variables with multiple indicators. Second, the

research design implies multiple simultaneous dependencies among model’s variables.

SEM appears to be an appropriate technique, as it allows simultaneously testing an

integrated set of dependence links, distinguishing between direct and indirect effects, while

Table IV Descriptive statistics for organizational performance scales

Correlations
# Latent variable Mean SD 1 2

1 Competitiveness 3.98 1.03 1
2 Financial performance 2.71 1.30 0.276* 1

Note: *Correlation is significant on the 0.05 level (two-tailed)

Table III Reliability of measurement scale for competitiveness

Latent variables and scale items Factor loadings** Cronbach’s a CR AVE

Competitiveness
Compared to our key competitors, . . . 0.849 0.77 0.52
Our organization is more successful (c1) 0.853
Our organization has a greater market share (c2) –*
Our organization is growing faster (c3) 0.806
Our organization is more profitable (c4) 0.829
Our organization is more innovative (c5) 0.710

Note: *This item was excluded from the original scale based on the confirmatory factor analysis. In
Lee and Choi (2003) paper one of the scale items (authors do not report which one) had just above the
threshold factor loading of 0.5619, so our results might be in line with their findings; **All factor
loadings are significant at 0.000 level
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accounting for measurement errors of the multi-item constructs (Anderson and Gerbing,

1988; Bentler, 1980). To test the hypotheses, the maximum likelihood estimation procedure

was used, often preferred in management and social sciences studies (Ping, 1996).

4. Results

To test the hypotheses, Anderson and Gerbing’s (1988) two-step approach was followed.

The goal of the first stage – the measurement model – is to obtain an acceptable fit to the

data (Anderson and Gerbing, 1988; Bentler, 1980). The scale analysis identified that ICTand

HRM practices are strongly correlated, therefore, the link between them was added to the

measurement model. As the modeling technique does not give any indication of the

direction of the link, and works similarly with the links of both directions, one needs to ground

the direction of the link in the theory. Looking at the literature on KM practices, the authors

postulated a covariation link between these variables. Also, during this stage one item from

the competitiveness scale (c1, see Table III) had to be excluded in order to achieve good

model fit.

In the second stage of SEM, the structural model was computed based on the measurement

model found in the first stage. The model showed a good fit between the data and the model,

having the following goodness of fit statistics: x 2¼50.361 with p ¼ 0.105, x 2/df¼1.291,

GFI ¼ 0.960, AGFI ¼ 0.933, TLI ¼ 0.982, CFI ¼ 0.987, RMSEA ¼ 0.035 with

pclose ¼ 0.806. Only AGFI is a bit lower than the most strict rule of $0.95, however, it is

still within recommended interval of $0.9.

Figure 2 illustrates these findings. Standardized path coefficients are presented above or to

the left of the arrows, and squared multiple correlations are presented on the top of the

variable.

As Figure 2 demonstrates, both HRM and ICT practices impact competitiveness positively.

Therefore, the hypotheses 1 and 3 are confirmed.

Also, both HRM and ICT practices have quite a strong impact on financial performance.

However, the impact is very different between the two groups of knowledge management

practices – while HRM practices influence financial performance positively with path

coefficient of 0.463, ICT practices influence it negatively, with path coefficient of 20.252.

Therefore, the H4 is confirmed, while H2 is rejected.

Figure 2 The structural equation model

Notes: *p ≤ 0.05; ***p = 0.000 

0.230*

0.463***

HRM for KM Competitiveness

Financial
performanceICT for KM

0.617***

0.229*

-0.252*

0.197*

0.204

0.17
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It was quite surprising to find a negative relationship between ICT practices and financial

performance. Therefore tried alternative models were tried, isolating pairs of the variables.

None of these models compared to the initial model in terms of explained variance of

dependent variables, but they allowed noticing the mediation effect of HRM practices. To

test it, total, direct and indirect effects of the variables in the initial model were computed.

These findings (standardized effects) are presented in Table V.

Taking into account the postulated link between ICT and HRM as covariance, either one of

them could have potentially been a mediator. Table V demonstrates that indirect effects of

HRM practices on performance variables are equal to zero (HRM ! competitiveness) or

very small compared with direct effect (HRM ! Financial performance). Therefore, one can

conclude that ICT does not mediate the relationships of HRM to other variables. On the other

hand, ICT has a stronger and positive indirect effect on financial performance, compared

with the direct and negative effect. Combined, the direct and indirect effects of ICT to

financial performance result into a positive total effect. In other words, these results indicate

that HRM practices mediate the impact of ICT practices on financial performance, and also

change the sign of this impact.

The findings also indicate (see Figure 2) that competitiveness and financial performance are

correlated and therefore, H5 is supported.

Overall, the model explains 17 percent of the variance of competitiveness and 20.4 percent

of the variance of financial performance. To examine the total impact of KM practices, a

model was ran that comprises KM practices and financial performance only. It has excellent

goodness of fit parameters (x 2¼21,973 with p ¼ 0.233, x 2/df¼1.221, GFI ¼ 0.976,

AGFI ¼ 0.952, TLI ¼ 0.991, CFI ¼ 0.994, RMSEA ¼ 0.031 with pclose ¼ 0.757) and shows

that together the KM practices explain 17.2 percent of the variance in competitiviness. HRM

mediates the impact of ICT to financial performance in a similar way as in the main model

presented in Figure 2.

5. Discussion and conclusions

This paper examined the impact of the two types of knowledge management practices – in

HRM and ICT fields – on company performance. It was found that HRM and ICT practices

are quite strongly correlated and have a statistically significant influence on both financial

performance and competitiveness. The findings also indicate that HRM practices mediate

the impact of ICT on financial performance.

Taking into account that financial performance is influenced by so many other factors

besides knowledge management, that are not included in the model, it seems that the

obtained results (explanation of 17.2 percent of the variance of financial performance)

advocate quite a strong impact of KM practices on performance. This means that KM really

does matter to the company bottom line: based on the findings in the international sample of

companies in the current study, management of knowledge really functions as an enabler of

high performance. Thereby this study confirms the theoretical and case study based

arguments about the importance of KM for firm success (e.g. Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995;

Davenport and Prusak, 1998; Edvinsson and Malone, 1997).

Table V Direct and indirect effects in our research model

Path Total effect Direct effect Indirect effect

ICT ! competitiveness 0.370 0.229 0.142
ICT ! financial performance 0.107 20.252 0.358
HRM ! competitiveness 0.230 0.230 0.000
HRM ! financial performance 0.508 0.463 0.050
Competitiveness ! financial performance 0.197 0.197 n/e*

Note: *n/e – no effect
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The link between HRM and ICT practices was not initially hypothesized, because the

previous literature (e.g. Hansen et al., 1999), suggests that organizations may use these

practices independently. However, the findings suggest that organizations quite frequently

use both types of knowledge management practices simultaneously. It seems that the

findings of the current study may suggest one of the rationales for simultaneous application

of these practices.

Indeed, it was found that ICT practices improve financial performance only when they are

coupled with HRM practices. When ICT is used alone, it diminishes economic performance.

One explanation for this finding might be that while large investments in ICT systems

obviously decrease the economic results of a firm, reaping the potential benefits from these

investments takes time and requires that employees will actually use the systems (Devaraj

and Kohli, 2003). Even more importantly, it is vital to secure that organizational members will

use the ICTs for knowledge work processes that benefit the company. As Mohrman et al.

(2002, p. 147) put it ‘‘it is behaviors, not ITsystems, that generate new knowledge, apply it in

new settings, embed it in improved processes, yield shared meanings and common

knowledge, and underpin the ability of the organization to derive value from knowledge.’’

Thus alone acquiring and implementing an ICT system does not yet mean that people will

use it – or in case they do, use it for the benefit of the firm. Therefore it seems that ICTs need

to be coupled with the motivational push from HRM remuneration systems in order to get

people to really use them for knowledge sharing and creation purposes. In a similar vein,

Dedrick et al. (2003) note that to reap full benefits from IT investments, complementary

management practices (such as HRM) are needed. Also Gloet and Terziovski (2004) found

that KM contributes to innovation performance only when a simultaneous approach of HRM

and ICT practices is used. Taken together this speaks for the importance of adopting a

socio-technical approach to KM (Pan and Scarbrough, 1998; Meso and Smith, 2000; Bhatt,

2001).

Interestingly, some information systems studies argue for the opposite relationship between

ICT and HRM, suggesting that information technology enables overcoming some of the

limitations of human-intensive mechanisms related with restricted information processing

(Grant, 1996) and coordination capabilities (Tanriverdi, 2005). However, contrary to these

studies, a mediation effect of ICT to HRM-performance links was not found.

To conclude, this paper contributed to the literature on knowledge-based organizing by

empirically analyzing the performance impact of various areas of KM and extended

understanding on the knowledge-based view of the firm by examining how KM is related with

various organizational outcomes. By explicitly addressing two of the main formal

mechanisms of knowledge management, ICT and HRM-related practices, this paper also

responded to the research gap noted by Foss and colleagues (Foss, 2007; Foss et al., 2010)

on the dismissal of knowledge governance and the formal aspects of organizing for

knowledge.

For the practicing managers this research shows that KM really matters to the company

bottom line by significantly increasing financial performance of the firm. It further

demonstrates that rather than (only) ephemeral management philosophy and rhetoric,

knowledge management is about very concrete and systematic management activities

related with providing appropriate ICTsystems to help with knowledge work processes and

aligning HRM incentives to empower and motivate people to share, create and apply what

they know. If these two are combined, tangible financial benefits are likely to follow. An

important lesson from research is that coupling ICT practices for KM with HRM practices for

KM is not just desirable but critical for organizational bottom-line.

One limitation of this study is that only cross-sectional data was collected. Devaraj and Kohli

(2003) found that the payoff from IT may not be realized instantaneously but only after certain

periods of time. Therefore it might be that had performance data been acquired at a later

point in time, the results might have demonstrated a direct impact between ICT and

performance. It also would have been preferable to obtain information on the financial

performance from external objective sources.
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Another limitation is linked to the cross-national nature of the sample and the sizes of country

sub-samples. The countries addressed in this research are united by being peripheral to

mainstream knowledge management research, but they are still quite different in their

general management practices (e.g. Fey et al., 2004, 2006) so it might be expected that KM

practices may have different impacts on organizational performance. However, the amount

of observations from each country in the current dataset was not sufficient for testing the

research model separately for each country. Significant differences in response distributions

across countries were not found and thus the total sample was used for the analysis;

however, this lack of the differences might be also linked to the sizes of sub-samples.

Therefore, further tests of the proposed model with bigger country samples might yield

interesting comparative results.

Onemore limitation refers to the chosen method of analysis. Though SEM allows assessing a

web of relationships and thus was very appropriate for this study, it also has some limitations

(Brannick, 1995; Shool et al., 2004). With the samples #250 (as used in this study) it may

over-reject true models (Bentler and Yuan, 1999; Fan et al., 1999), leading the researchers to

exclude some items from the model, as happened in this case. Therefore, further

examination of the proposed research model with full presented scales in a bigger sample

may be important. Another limitation of this paper is that it did not address knowledge

processes (such as knowledge creation, sharing, transfer and application). It can be argued

(cf. Demarest, 1997) that knowledge processes – knowledge creation, sharing, application

etc. – as fundamental human activities happen to some extent in any organization,

regardless of whether they are consciously managed or not. While addressing the conscious

managerial activities by which the effectiveness and efficiency of organizational knowledge

management is established, i.e. KM practices, this paper ignored knowledge processes.

However, it might be that KM activities in fact impact performance through promoting and

accelerating knowledge processes. Therefore further examination into the links between KM

practices, knowledge processes and organizational outcomes certainly represent a

worthwhile avenue for future research.
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